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THE IMPACT OF SELECTED VARIABLES.URON

SCHOOf CONSTRUCTION COSTS

As inflation and reduced fiA4,ricial support for

education have epverely impacted on educ tional spending-

in.recent years, the need to effectively compare the cost
I

-of school, conStructikm has increased. A revieW.of the

literature has indicated a void Jn research wtiich has

investigated the relationship between project costs and

many of the variables which-have historically been

.)

attributed to the characteristic of causality. For the

purpose of this study, 'these variables were divided into

three major groups; finincial, school district descriptors,

and' building descriptors. As such, it has been assumed

that these relationships exist and operate in the deter-

mination of school cbnstruction costs. The purpose of

this study was to test the telationship between, thpse

variables and the per pupil cost of new school

construction.

4

Description of the StudyProjects

The data source for th&study was the new school

construction projects funded thrbugh West Virginias Better

School Buildings Amendment. Data were collected fl-om the

State Department of Education and.State Tax Department

rec6rds,; communications, both by 1et4ér ° and interview,

with school architects; the'State Building Trades Council;

and publications of the U.S, Bureau of Census. One of the
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purposes of tbe Better School Buildings Amendment was to

improve the .quality of educational,facilities in West

Virginia by proViding state funds on a grant basis and

additional incentive money to helpgenerate local revenues

for school.Construction and iMprovement. 'The Amendment

was.passed in November, 1972; guidelines and procedures

were designed, and money was made available in mid 1973.

The study group consisted, of 128 elementary, secondary,

and vocational-technical sc.hool facilities constructed

between 1974 and 1982. The years that reported the

greatest number of project completions were 1976 and 1978,

lowth repbrting 27,"followed by 1180 during which 20 build-
..

ings were complet:ed. These-years are considerably above

the mean of 14.22 completions per year for the entire.

nine-year peridd of time.
,-6

Adjustments to:and Computations of the Dependent Variable

The natke of th'e problem being studied in this

research was suah.that a multiple regression analysis
- '

provided the priMary statisticgl result in the study.

Prior to submittillg the data to such an analysis, hoWever,

procedures were necessary to adjust the dependent vari-.

able, cost per pupil of.constructfbn projects completed

during the past nine years, to the 1982 level. In order

to achieve this,,an inflation index for school construction

in West Virginia was develdPed. In the first step of this

development, means for each year's construction in cost

per'srquare foot were determined. These means were then



found to be a percentage of the 1982 mean. By dividing

this percentage into 1, an inflation factor was determined

for each year. Adjusting construction costs to cpmpensate

for the effect .of inflation consisted of mdi-otiplying thei

total capital cost of eadh project by the inflation factor

respective of its cqmpletion date.

The per pupil cost was found-by dividing the ad-

justed figure by the rated capacity of the,facility. This

capacity was derived by applying the utilization-guide-

lines recommended by the State Board of Education in The

West Virinia Handbook on Planning'School Fasilities, and

g 18-5-18a-of the West Vi4iginia Code. The utilization

guidelines offer optimal capacities for secondary and

vocational facilities based upon program offerings and

required space% The capacities.of:kindergarten and

elementary schools are restricted)ay_the number of cl'ass-

rooms available'due to g 18-5-18a of the West Virginia Code

which limits the teacher/pupil ratio to l'to 20 and 1 to 25,

respectively. The product of the adjusted,prolect cost

divided by the rated capacity yielded the cost per pupil

adjusted tethe 1982 level which was utilized as the

dependent variable btlis study. Costs per pupil ranged

from $3,48.2 to $8,0 3. Characteristically, vocational-

technicaf faCilities were most expensive with a mean of

S6f635, secondary facilities were nexeWith a $5,840 mean,

and elementary schools were least expensive,with-a mean of

$4,494 per pupil over the nine7year span.

/".
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Independent Variables

Selection of the independent variables resulted
o

from the common attribution of causality in the variance

of construction costs given them by authors and researchers

in the field,of facility planning and Tinance. They.were

categorized as either financial, characteristic of the

school district, or descriptive of the individual building.

Both the ekpenditures of the school district and

the assessed value of the district were expressed in' .

dollars per pupil; the local,.effort of the .school district

toward facility construction wasexpressed as an indexf

computed by dividing the total amount of local.dollars

invested(by each school district in its facilities-during

the 'past 10 years In', the 1981 assessed value for that

district. This resulted in an index.contimium which could

be used in the multiple regression procedure. State,

loCal, and federal funds were represented by the actual

dollars from those Sources that were'contributed to the

individual projects in each district. V V

The size of the school district was represented by

.the net m ber of..pupi-ls enrolled in the district, the

average of which was'8,113 dtudents.. Examination of the

.Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas--SMSA--indicated

that only 25 of the 1251.new facilities were built in urban

districts, with a mean cost of $5,352'per'pupil.as compared

to 1_03.rural school§ at a mean co't of $5,060 per pupil.

. This i.evealed,that 19.53 percent of the construction sites



were in the seven urban distribts that reported construction.

Three of the SASA districts reported no construction.

The amount of instructional spAce in.the facility

was represented .as a percentage figure and averaged 74.5

percent satewide. It was calculated by dividing the

'number of square feet in the buildings that were designated

as instructiopar, by the total square feet in the facility.

Instructional area included classrooMg, auditoriums, gym-

nasiums, libraries, multipurpose' rooms, administrative and

counseling suites, conference rooms,. health service rodMs,

and duplicating rooms. Excluded wernace rooms,

mechanical rooms, kitchens, dining A.eas, toiiets,

circulation space, 1obbies,'N1Q3,4es, custodial storaie

space, thowers, and locker rooms. Construction time was

expressed by the number of weeks that were involved in

'completing-the project. The average compfetion time was

75.5 Weeks.

Prior to the'statistical analvis, it was necessary

to statistically dummy code the nominal variables, SMSA,

type of facility, and geographical locatioh. Districts

located in the Bureau of Censug Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Areas were assigned a value o.f one, while

rural areas were assigned a value of zero.

The type of each facility was determined and values

of 1, 2, and 3 were respectively assigned to elementary,

secondary, and vocational-technical projects for entry

into the multiple regression.



Geographicallythe boundaries of the local Building '

Trades Coungils were utilize to locate projects throughout

the state. These areas were chosen because of their obv11

a ous relationship to construction costs, wage rates, and .4

their pAsimity to the geographic regions of the state.

,Statistical Analysis of the Data

Having' cOmpleted the necessary procedures for com-

'puting both the dependent and independent variables, the

data were .submitted to a regression ahalysistegting for

the effect of the dummy coded variables, type, SMSA, and '

geographic area. It was found that geographic area and

SMSA did not contribute significantly to the cost per

pupil of new school facilities at the -05 level when

entered as the final variable in the analysis and thus

were omitted from later analyqes.'

The type of facility did show, however, a statis-

tically significa1A-contribution to the variance_of the

dependent variable (F = 15.804; p < .05). In order to

determine the,nature of this contribution to the regres-

sion analysis, an analysis of the covdriance was vtilized.

In 'this analysis, the means of the dependent-variable for

the three types of sc'hools were adjusted for the other in-

dependent variables. The result of the ANCOVA indicated

there was'a significant main effects F of 13.46, (p < .001).

The Scheffe post Tpc test was done to make pair-wise

0cOmparisons of the adjusted means of the elementary,



secondary, and vocational-technical costs per pupil. The

conservative Scheffe' test was chosen because of the

significant F,ratio in the ANCOVA and unequal number of

observations in each group. The results.of tfie Scheffe',

' test indicated a statistically significant difference

between the\ ns of each.of the types at the,.05'levef of

significance.

With the initial testing of the dummy coded vari-

ables'completed, the data were again submitted to the

multiple regression prododure to determinethe relation-
.

ship between the remaining independent variables and per

pupil construction costs. The interrelation of the

independent variables is illustraed by the correlation

Matrix in Table 1.. When the independent,variables were

simultaneously entered into the regression equation, the

overall F-ratio was statistically signi,ficant.(F.= 11.23;

p < .65), and'the R2 indicated :Lhat 53.96,percent of the

variance in construction costs per pupil was attributable

to the 11 independent variables. An examination of Table 2

reveals that.four of the variables were contributing sig-

nificantly to this variance--assessed. value, local effort,

state funding, and the, combined tYpe of facility. Educa-

tional expenditures, SMSA, the percent of instructional

space, the length of time in construction, the amount of

federal' money invested, and the size.of the school dis-

trict as measured'by net enrollments had no significant

effect on the cost of construction.
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.Table

Matrix of Bivariate Correlation Coefficients ae:tweep
the Total. Per Pupil Cost of School Construction

and Selected.Variables
.

Ed. Aspessed 'Local.
Expend. Value Effott

Cost Per Pupil

Educational Expenditure
D

Asgessed Value

Local Effort
.

'In§tructTonal Space

.Construction Time

State Funds

Federal Funds

Net Enrollment

.806 .149 .046

.768 -.225

-.215

Tnst.
Spate

'Const.
Time

State
Funds

Federal" Net Facility*
'.--Funds Enroll. Type

-.064 .254 .422 .431 .215 .426

-.112 -.266 .091 ,001 7.138 '..018

.053 -.228 -.023 .036 -.096 .011.

.138 -.022 -.256 r-.r09 .023

-.13q -.148 .295 -.183 -.161

.300 .141 .313 .079

.084 .445 .305

,.096 .532

.042

*R scores,reported for dumMy coded, variable
11
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Results

els

Table 2 4

of Multiple Regression Analysis
Construction Cost and, Selected

Independent Variables

AM.

getween

9

Variable Beta tg-Ratio

Educational pcpenditures

Assessed Value

SMSA
A

Local Effort

Instrpctional Percentage

-.7183
a

.0243

-163.5260

16762.49

-1310.626

-.1135

.2993

-.0530

.2158

-.0627

1.107

6.056*''

0.363

9.162*

0.740

Construction Time 2.3312 .0719 10.954

State .00033 .2418 7.567*

Federal .00042 .1547 2.358

District Enrollment .0208 .0918 1.283

Type 1 Elementary -1603.567 -.6425 16.538*
"8:

TyPe 2 Secondary -818.642 -.3037
r

4.204*

*Sigriificant at...4= .05; F(cv)

r
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In order to determine the existence of any curvilin-

ear relationships that might have affected the multiple

regression analysis, scattergrams for each of the indepen-

dent variables with the dependent variable were produced.

ExaminStion revealed that no such relationships existed.

Conclusions

As,a result of the findings from this study. The

following conclusions were drawn:

1. The per pupil cost of school constructiOn is

significantly affected by the assessed value of the school

district, the local effort of the district in facility

construction, and the amount of money from the s6tate level.

2. The type of facility, whether elementary,

secondary, or vocational-technical, significantly affects

the per pupil cost of school facility construction.

3. Many of the variables often given a causal

relationship with school construction costs and including

total education expenditures, federal funds, size of the

district, geographic location, rural-urban factor, the

amount of instructional space, and the'length of con-

struction time, are not significant contributors to the

cost variance.

Generalization of these conclusions to'other states

would, in all probability, prove to be erroneous because

of the uniqueness of each states size, geography,

economic status, organizational structure, and other

1 -'1
.A.
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variables which differ from.West Virginias. Therefore,

should this-study be replicated in another state, it would

most assuredly result in varied conclusions

Implications

In viewing the results of this study from the state

level,-there are definite implications of inequity in

funding school construction in West Virginia. These impli-

cations are founded in the utilization of asseSsed value

of property as the determinant of local fiscal capacity as

well asf the criterion uPon which the 5 percent debt limita-

tions are set. These inequities are further compounded by

the inconsistency in the amount of local fiscal effort

being invested by the counties in the construction of

school facilities. Encouraging the utilization of such

funds for construction purposes does contribute to le

inequity of financing school buildings. Additionally, it

was found that money from the state level significantly'

contributed to the cost of construction and consequently

to the quality of the facility. Therefore, these findings

strongly imply that new legislation be adopted in West

Virginia to continue funding the construction of school

facilities with money from the state level. The immediacy

of this need is emphasized by the near depletion of Better

School Buildings' Amendment funds.

This study further indicates need of a funding

formula.fOr the financing-'of'school facilities. This

V
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formula should address the variables found to be sign4-

icant contributors to the variance of school construction

coSts in this study. Provision should be made for the

wealth of the district for an equalized local effort by

each district, and for the type of facility for which

construction funds are being granted. Money generated at

the county level through exectition of an equalized local

effort on an assessment equalized at the state mandated

minimum of 60 percent of the real value, should be accrued

and administered at the state level. State appropria'ted

funds, in conjunction with resources from the equalized

local effort fund, should be sufficient to finance each

year s approved projects without requiring .4dditional

money from bond referenda or special 'levies at the county

level.

. Recommendations

A study of this nature only begins to identify the

problems in school coristruction costs and gives imptIls to

other research that might add to the conclusions already

made.

FG.st, why was.no relationship found between the

percentage of instructional space and the per pupil cost

when the literature indicates a strong relationshiP?

Further study of this variable with emphasis on the

various types of space and their cost might clarify this

relationship to overall cost.
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Second, further study into the impact of federal

funds is recommended. Because of the regulatory demands

a

on walges required by utilization of federal money, it was

expected that significant variance would be contributed.

However, 'the influence of West Virginias state wage

restrictions accpunted for a great deal of the.same

variance in labor costs. It wOuld appear that a nation-7

wide study utililing a broader data base.might be helpful

in further clarifying the impact of federal funds on the

per Pupil_ Codt of school cOnstruction.1 Further, mo§t

vocational-technical centers nationally receive federal

funding, therefore, the s-hady.m t t focus on impact

aid money in elementary and secondary sc ools where cost

varianced would be greater.

Finally, the variabres found to be of significance
.

to the per pupil cost of new school construction in this

study should' be utilized to construct a funding formula

for West Virginia that would equalize the local effort of

each county in facility construction and, in conj-unction

with state 'appropriations, fund approved projects on a

nesds basis.


